
Know where we head to.

Australia
From 1st October 2020.

pentamark



Let's check more...

Pentamark is proudly launching its warehouse and office in

the heart of Australia - Melbourne. With over 550+ clients

today - Pentamark is expanding its reach to Australia from

October 1st 2020.



Location
MELBOURNE, AUSTRALIA

1551,  Sydney Road,

Campbellfield,

3061, VIC



Expand, beyond with what

one can even imagine.

WORDS TO LIVE BY

UNKNOWN



Our Core

DOING MORE WITH LESS.

We're going to be catering to 60+ companies,

clients and vendors to manage their

businesses from Melbourne. With Australia

being one of the successful business hub for

Pentamark - we're starting with less but

promising to do more.



WHY AUSTRALIA?

There's a good reason for us to be

there. With a massive client loads

from Australia + a good potential

market.

That's what we look for, isn't it?

Good. Potential.



Services

Digital Media, Business

Acquisitions, Investment

Communications

Wholesale + DS - an

opportunity to grow online

with 300+ products to resell.

Warehouse, 3PL, Fulfillment,

Storage



of Pentamark's revenue is from Australia - somehow

22%

From many Australian clients taking services to our own ventures in Australia,
we're a pioneer startup company with massive revenue out of total from

Australia.



9 out of 10
people loves Pentamark services.

8 out of 10
people refer us and make sure we get

a new client from them.



Australia isn't small. It's a
huge trend.

I t ' s  a  movement .



History of Pentamark Group

LAUNCHED:  20 17

Launched back in 2017,

Pentamark started with

a small, home based

studio.

GROW:  20 18

We grew to exceeding

50+ clients in a year.

Than we expaned to

UAE, UK and USA.

THE  PRESENT

It's not the same. It's

connected to heart of over

1000 people. With annual

revenue exceeding $15m.



Some notes.

Pentamark is currently

owning a warehouse in

Manchester, UK and

New Jersey, US with

inventory exceeding

$12m.



Affiliations & Stakeholders

VENDORS

We have over 100+

different vendors

globally to provide us

with services, products

and more.

CL IENTS

Our clients range from

400-600 globally, with

massive names

connected with us. 

VENTURES

We have over 100

ventures globally, with

60% of them in profits

within a year.

FUTURE

We plan on becoming

the Earth's most

spread-wide and

customer oriented

company.



Online Surveillance 
Our warehouses have online surveillance for

clients, to see how we do things - accessables

24/7.
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The Success
Trend
UPTICK IN INTEREST OVER
THE YEARS

How we grew is not hidden from many, but

must be a pinnacle for others.



Pentamark Australia

1 . 1 1 .2020

Launch of warehouse +

office for the public in

Australia & Australian

clients.

1 . 1 0 .2020

Launch of warehouse +
office for the staff.

1 . 12 .2020

Launch of warehouse +

office for the world.



Our Motto
Transforming what is
poss ible.



Let's talk!

Pentamark Australia Pty. Ltd.

1551 Sydney Rd, Campbellfield 

VIC 3061, Australia

MAIL ING ADDRESS

+61 481 575 375

PHONE  NUMBER

info@pentamark.com.au

EMA I L  ADDRESS



pentamark
USA | UK | UAE | Pakistan | Europe | Canada | Australia

pentamarkinc.com | pentamark.co.uk

pentamark.ae | pentamark.com.au

enquiry@pentamarkinc.com


